In the Seminar on «The Language of the New Testament» of the Studiorum
Novi Testamenti Societas, whose Annual Meeting took place recently at Lund
at my colleagues’ and my invitation, Prof Dr Jan van der Watt of Pretoria,
South Africa, and I read our pilot study on «The Grammar of John 1:1». This
was a paper of 51 pages, so, naturally, only a summary was presented to the
seminar for its discussion. The whole study will be published in Filologia
Neotestamentaria, Górdoba, Spain. But even from this ‘whole’ study, I have
removed the following section on «The Concept of Logos» in order to reduce
the size of the article. This section is given here as a kind of appendix to the
article which is to appear in Fil. Neot.

The Concept of Logos
Having discussed the grammatical-structural evidence of the various
clauses of our verse, it is now time to take up for discussion the concept
of Logos, which is both a grammatical item as well as a conceptual one
with theological implications.
The background to the Johannine Logos has occupied the pen of many
scholars1. The Greek background to the Logos concept had been
entertained in earlier discussions, but as the twentieth century progressed
and especially following the holocaust, the Jewish background became
the dominant setting within which to explain our concept. The ideas that
have figured here are mainly the rbd of the OT, especially as the creative
word of God (Gen 1), the wisdom of God in the Wisdom literature, the
Targumic memra (utterance) of God, etc. The most plausible of these
would appear to be the wisdom of God, which in Prov 8:22 is said to
have been created before time2: oJ Kuvrio" e[ktisevn me ajrch;n oJdw'n aujtou'
eij" e[rga aujtou', pro; tou' aijw'no" ejqemelivwsevn me ejn ajrch/'. In analogous
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fashion, Sapientia at 9:9 speaks of wisdom as being present when God
created the world (hJ sofiva hJ eijdui'a ta; e[rga sou kai; parou'sa, o{te
ejpoivei" to;n kovsmon)3 and even as pavredro" tw'n sw'n qrovnwn4. None of
these passages, however, ascribes to wisdom what Jn 1:1 ascribes to
Logos; in fact, according to the Book of Proverbs wisdom is “created” by
God, whereas the Logos is understood as uncreated, and said to exist
already in the beginning. Nearer to the demands of the case would come
Sapientia 9:1, according to which God created everything by means of
his word (oJ poihvsa" ta; pavnta ejn lovgw/ sou). However, this, too, appears
to be only a mere reflection of the rbd of Gen 1. There is, thus, no
sufficiently intrinsic value in the proposed Jewish backgrounds to further
detain us5.
John writes of the Logos, and lovgo" was a mighty concept in the
language in which John communicated his message. There is, perhaps,
no other word in the entire Greek language for expressing the mental,
intellectual, and spiritual life and activity of man in all its rich
ramifications that is more significant than lovgo"6. Lovgo" (<levgw: I.
“gather”; II. “say”) is at once the “conceived word” in thought (lovgo"
ejndiavqeto") and the “uttered word” (lovgo" proforikov")7, which
functions as a “seed” in bringing forth in those who hear it (lovgo"
spermatikov")8. But lovgo" is also ratio9, “the ability to think”, and to
“reason” (e.g. to; logikovn), which (according to Aristoteles)
distinguished man from beast10; and “proportion”11 and “relation” in
created things, which orders the cosmos. In Platon’s psychology, to;
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logistikovn is the highest part of the human soul (being distinguished
from the qumoeidev" and the ejpiqumhtikovn)12. The word also means
“account”, “worth”13. Further, lovgo" relates to semantics, as when
Sokrates and his interlocutors ask one another: tiv levgei"…14 The
expression does not mean: “what are you saying?” but “what do you
mean by what you are saying?” The word here is not merely a sound, but
above all a carrier of “meaning”, a “message”. Exactly the same
significance is expressed by John in 2:22. The disciples had
misunderstood a saying of Jesus, which following his resurrection, they
came to understand: o{te ou\n hjgevrqh ... ejmnhvsqhsan oiJ maqhtai; aujtou'
o{ti tou'to e[legen, kai; ejpivsteusan (“... that this was what he meant [by
what he had said], and they believed”).
Herakleitos (fl. c. 500 B.C.) had used lovgo" of the highest
metaphysical principle that gave existence to all creation15. For him
lovgo" is eternal (aijwvnio"), qei'o"16, comparable to eternal fire (aijwvnion
pu'r)17 (cf. Det 4:24: kuvrio" oJ Qeo;" sou pu'r katanalivskon ejstivn),
giving existence and order (kovsmo") to the whole universe18. This lovgo",
which is in the world as well as in the human soul has always been there
and will always be there, varying its form like the flames of fire, being
kindled and extinguished according to certain norms19. That is why
existence is not static but dynamic. Existence is not something that is or
was; it is something that is all the time becoming (givgnesqai)20. That is
the reason why one cannot step into the same river twice:21 ta; pavnta
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rJei'22. Lovgo" is the inner law which determines “becoming” and
“existence” (to; givgnesqai kai; to; ei\nai). Herakleitos had left a school
behind him in Ephesus, where John, according to tradition, wrote his
Gospel.
The Stoics used lovgo" of the order that is in the world. With them
lovgo", which is an eternal concept for God, for nou'", for EiJmarmevnh, and
for Zeus,23 is the principle that creates, orders, and holds together the
world24 (cf. Heb 11:3). Thus, in his creative activity Logos is lovgo"
spermatikov"25, whereas as the law in the cosmos and in man, who gives
man the ability to think and to know, it is the “rational logos” (lovgo"
ojrqov")26. Thus, lovgo" exists in man, but this is only a part of the great,
universal Logos27. In its relation to man, lovgo" is the “faculty of
thinking”, the “mind” (lovgo" ejdiavqeto"), but since thoughts are also
articulated, it becomes the “uttered word” (lovgo" proforikov")28.
The Jewish author, Philon, who uses lovgo" not fewer than 1300 times,
while using Greek terminology and conceptional categories, often fills
them with Jewish content. For Philon, Lovgo" Qeou' is not God himself—
as in Stoicism—but a work of God29. Though divine (qei'o")30, lovgo" is a
second-class god31, an eijkw;n tou' Qeou' di∆ ou| suvmpa" oJ kovsmo"
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ejdhmiourgei'to32. Being not fully God, the lovgo" is a mediator between
the transcendent God and the world33, as well as man’s ajrciereuv" to
God34.
From the above it must have become obvious that the rich and
variegated characteristics and meanings of the concept of lovgo" in Greek
thought constitutes the background to John’s lovgo". This does not mean
that John’s Logos is to be identified with the Herakleitian or the
Philonian Logos, or the Logos of the Stoics, but that the term as such had
been already used with such rich content, and that the various meanings
and usages of Logos in philosophy and in daily life were such as to make
this term the best candidade for John to use as a vehicle to present and
describe his own Logos.
Sociolinguistically, this had the advantage of using a term wellknown, whose rich associations in Greek thought and culture rendered it
an appropriate receptacle to be filled with new content. Greeks who read
the prologue would each identify the Johannine Logos with their own
Logos. There is hardly anything in the prologue down to vs. 14 that
would seriously disburb a Herakleitian (if there were any such in John’s
day), a Stoic, or any other. Everyone might think that John was
describing their own Logos. Until vs 14! But when in that verse John
claimed that this Logos “became flesh”, any Greek would have to halt.
That would, indeed, be a stumbling-block to anyone versed in Hellenic
education and culture. But would it not have been a stumbling-block to a
Jew as well?35
I conclude, therefore, that the Johannine Logos is John’s Logos. The
idea, the concept and its rich associations he has taken from the Greek
language and Greek thought, but the content is his own, and it is
determined by the view of Jesus held by the early Church.
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